Ramard, Inc.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
[Wellington, FL May 21, 2015] – Ramard, Inc. is pleased to announce their full line of
pet health supplements is now available at Target.
Ramard, Inc. is a collaboration of experienced healthcare professionals and scientific
specialists dedicated to innovative, next generation products for specific health
concerns. Their dedicated team of researchers, biochemists, veterinarians and
molecular biologists are on the cutting edge of research and technology.
With nine products in the pet line, health issues such as joint support, digestive
health, calming, weight control, bone health, and relief from discomfort associated
with every day exercise can be dealt with in a proactive approach using clinically
studied products and innovative ingredients.
“I am thrilled that Target has selected the Ramard Canine and Feline health care
products, which emphasizes the commitment to quality Target dedicates to their
guests”, Ramard Founder and CEO Jeff Ramey stated.
When asked how this will change the way people access quality products for their
pets, he said, “I applaud their innovation in being the first major retailer to step up
to high quality pet health care. In the past, products of this type have only been
available to the public through veterinarians and specialty stores. Now, Target
guests have the opportunity to select cutting edge and high quality pet health care
products at their convenience.”
What sets Ramard apart is their dedication to superior ingredients with no artificial
fillers or additives. And, Ramard is also a champion of American manufacturing,
utilizing facilities that are FDA and cGMP approved. Ramard is also an audited
member of the National Animal Supplement Council. The company employs
independent product reviews and analysis to ensure the highest quality and purity
of each and every product. The best part: all products are 100% guaranteed.
To learn more about the Ramard pet health care line, visit Target.com today.
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